
Chapter 1

Globalization and 
Migration Networks

UNTIL RECENTLY, globalization theorists claimed that Third World
immigration to the world’s large cities was simply a product of the
changing income structure in the countries receiving those immi-

grants, especially in the largest cities.1 This change in income distribution
had produced a large and growing effective demand for cheap labor to
which the Third World immigrants responded.2 At the top of the income
distribution, so the globalization argument proceeded, newly rich dual
earner households need cleaners, gardeners, roofers, and childcare
providers.3 Immigrants from poor countries took these low-wage jobs
and unemployed native workers declined them.4 The immigrant workers
received no social security benefits and no employer-paid health care.
Their wages were not reported to tax officials, and their job tenure was
casual. Immigrant employees of rich households therefore could not
afford the mainstream products and services that require a mainstream
income. Like their newly downsized native-born counterparts, immigrant
workers looked for discounted goods produced and sold in the informal
sector. Like the rich, the immigrant poor bought clothing manufactured
in the informal sector. Unlike the rich, who bought clothing in fancy bou-
tiques, the workers in the informal sector bought garments from street-
corner vendors and swap meets. Their housing was cheap, dilapidated,
and overcrowded.

The flow-chart in figure 1.1 shows how the leading theorist of demand-
driven immigration, Saskia Sassen, explained Third World immigration
and informalization.5 Sassen’s explanation was linear.6 First, global restruc-
turing changes the income structure of the advanced countries, on the one
hand increasing the number of the wealthy and their share of total income,
and on the other increasing the number of the poor but decreasing their
share of the income. The hourglass income distribution creates demand for
low-priced goods the poor can afford, and for the personal services the rich
want. Responding to the new demand for personal services and informal
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2 Deflecting Immigration

production workers, immigrants from poor countries swarm into the great
cities of the developed world where they fill both needs. Much of this
employment is informal. Whether they work for wealthy households or for
industrial sweatshops, the immigrant poor receive substandard pay and
benefits, often in cash. However, in this view, globalization-induced
changes in demand completely explain immigration and informalization.
In a nutshell, restructuring theory maintained that globalization emanates
from world cities whose income structures “create a strong demand for
immigrant labor.”7

By the millennium year, both immigration and informalization had
increased in the large cities of the developed world,8 just as expected, but
a strict demand-driven explanation seemed less convincing than it had
earlier.9 Its major proponent had even modified it in the face of criticism.10

Insisting that “the recent growth of an informal economy in the large cities
of the core countries” still required explanation, Saskia Sassen claimed only
that “a good share of the informal economy” was attributable to demand-
driven immigration.11 This modification invites the conclusion that another,
and equally good, share was the product of “immigrant survival strategies”
imported from sending countries. If so, Sassen belatedly acknowledged
that immigration was partially supply-driven after all. Sassen’s theoretical
revision addressed and incorporated criticism of her earlier demand-
driven theory.12 Critics agreed that changes in income structure in the 1970s,
the alleged globalization effect, had triggered the Third World migration to
the most developed countries. However, once under way, it was argued,
Third World migration soon saturated the original demand, and then
began to propagate itself through migration networks independently of
labor demand. In this argument, critics advanced a two-stage model of
immigration of which the second stage was supply-driven, and the first
demand-driven. That is, whatever may originally have initiated it, Third
World immigration to the developed world’s biggest cities later derived
from what Douglas Massey, George Durand, and Nolan Malone called
“cumulative causation”13 rather than, or in addition to, the original causes.14

Cumulative causation means that, once begun, migrations build momen-
tum independent of the initiating conditions. Thereafter, they no longer
depend upon the initiating condition for continuation. There is ample his-
torical precedent for such “spillover” migration.15
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Source: Author’s compilation.

Figure 1.1 Global Restructuring and Informalization



Urbanization or Overurbanization?
Moreover, a two-stage theory is more compatible with historical studies
of Third World migration to Third World cities. Addressing such cities,
mid-twentieth-century research uniformly stressed supply-driven migra-
tion, not demand-driven. In the three decades immediately after World
War II, urbanization studies focused upon the puzzling tendency of inter-
nal migration into Third World cities such as Nairobi or Mexico City to
expand faster than the cities’ employment bases.16 Economists declared
that this migration was based upon irrational optimism about employ-
ment chances.17 Other scholars dubbed this tendency “overurbanization”
in deference to the belief, then widely shared, that real urbanization could
expand only to the limit permitted by the job supply, and that, notwith-
standing Henry Mayhew’s account of London’s ubiquitous street hus-
tlers,18 the nineteenth-century urbanization of Europe had observed this
decent constraint.19 Hence, migration-driven urbanization beyond that
limit in the twentieth century had to be overurbanization, not simply
urbanization.

This conclusion conferred troubling paradoxes. The term overurbaniza-
tion denied contemporary Third World urbanization on the basis of prior
First World experience, thus consecrating the past as the infallible model of
the present. Moreover, the term overurbanization denied Third World
urbanization on logical grounds, rejecting facts in the name of theory. Keith
Hart’s discovery of the urban informal economy in 1973 broke this con-
ceptual barrier.20 The urban informal economy consisted of workers out-
side the purview of government regulation and recognition. Petty vendors,
repairmen, unlicensed taxicabs, service personnel, and the like plied their
trades in Third World cities without the knowledge of government tax or
statistical agencies.21 Paralleling the informal occupational sector was an
informal housing sector. The urban informal housing sector consists of col-
orful self-built squatter shanties in hillside communities called favelas or
bidonvilles.22 Scholars who relied exclusively on government-supplied sta-
tistics could not see the hidden occupations that supported overurbaniza-
tion because official statistics did not report them. This blind spot created
an illusion of frantic urbanization that had outstripped employment
growth, leaving large urban populations without support. Overurbaniza-
tion was the name of that illusion.23 In reality, we now realize, migration-
driven urbanization had outstripped only the growth of the mainstream or
formal employment sectors reported in government statistics. It had not
outstripped the urban informal sector, which expanded invisibly to sup-
port the huge population of ex-peasants.24

Contemporary migration to major cities of the developed world resem-
bles the overurbanization that an earlier generation of scholars observed
in great cities of the Third World.25 In both cases, international migrants
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showed initial preference for the largest cities. In the United States of
America, 54 percent of immigrants lived in cities with populations of five
million or more in 2000, but only 27 percent of the native born did so
(table 1.1), and immigrants showed a comparable preference for big cities
in Europe.26 Similarly, as in the Third World, immigrants to those large cities
first saturated the mainstream urban labor markets that governments super-
vised, regulated, and counted, and only then poured into informal sectors,
which expanded to accommodate them. As in the Third World, this process
created a two-tier economy of a regulated mainstream and an unregulated
informal sector. Western capitals like Washington, Paris, and London now
have the same dual occupational structure as Dakar and Lagos. In effect,
great cities of the First World are now attached to the “overurbanization”
that, two generations ago, had only affected the great cities of the Third
World. Overurbanization’s leap across international boundaries and
oceans reflects three decades of globalization in the interim.27 Globalization
links regions that previously were not linked, opening labor flows where
none previously occurred, and widening those that had existed. Thanks
to globalization, London, Paris, and Los Angeles now connect to labor-
exporting hinterlands whose uttermost reach once terminated in Lagos,
Algiers, and Mexico City. In this sense, globalization remains part of the
explanation for informalization in great cities of the developed world even
when the one-stage, demand-driven hypothesis is abandoned: One finds
additional evidence of globalization in the supply-driven migration of Third
World people to large cities of the developed world.

The pace of migration to the developed countries quickened in the
late twentieth century. According to Douglas Massey and Edward Tay-
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Table 1.1 U.S. Population by Nativity and Metropolitan Residence, 
2000 (Percentages)

Total Native Foreign-Born

Total population, of which: 100 100 100
Metropolitan areas 81 79 95
In central cities 29 28 45
Outside central cities 52 52 50

Five million or more population 30 27 54
In central cities 11 9 27
Outside central cities 19 18 27

One million or more population 55 52 78
In central cities 19 17 37
Outside central cities 16 17 14

Source: Schmidley (2001).



lor, “the world’s population of immigrants has increased at a rate
exceeding world population growth and the potential for future growth
in international migration is . . . staggering”28 according to the Interna-
tional Organization for Migration,29 the world contained 84 million
international migrants in 1975; by 2000, there were 175 million interna-
tional migrants in the world. About 2.3 million persons emigrated every
year from the developing to the developed world. In Europe, 7.7 per-
cent of population were international migrants in 2000; in North Amer-
ica, 13 percent; in Australasia, 19.1 percent. But in Asia and Latin Amer-
ica only 1 percent of the population were, and in Africa only 2 percent.
Except for globalization, there would be more international migrants in
Latin America, Africa, and Asia, and fewer in North America, Europe,
and Australia.

Systemic Limits to International Migration

The questions addressed here are how far network-driven migration can
continue in big cities of the developed world before it engenders and
encounters systemic resistance, and what form will this resistance take—
political, economic, or both?30 The underlying assumption is that, thanks to
globalization, the supply of immigrants in the world has become unlimited,
organized by migration networks, cumulative, self-propagating, and con-
nected to the large cities of Europe, Australia, and North America.31 If so,
left to itself, Third World immigration into the developed countries will
continue until it encounters systemic resistance—or until everyone who
could migrate has done so.32 Systemic resistance unfolds from the migra-
tion process itself rather than from adventitious or conjunctural causes such
as droughts, hurricanes, or even wars. In this sense, systemic resistance is
a spontaneous and predictable countermobilization capable of slowing or
stopping additional immigration to a destination. The form of the resis-
tance means just that: is it political resistance, or economic, or some combi-
nation of the two?

Of great practical importance to immigration control, this question is
also of theoretical significance in immigration studies, which seek to under-
stand the natural history of migrations. This history starts with processes
that initiate migrations and continues to those that slow and stop them.
Migrations have a beginning, middle, and an end.33 They do not continue
indefinitely because something stops them. Underlying this inquiry is the
expectation that, once under way, cumulatively caused migrations end in
predictable ways. Hence, as David Heer has declared, the processes that
terminate migrations are as worthy of investigation as the causes that begin
them.34

Neoclassical economic theory already explains both how migrations
end and how they start. Economists propose that as migrations mature,
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international markets gradually equalize labor costs in the destination and
sending countries. The slow equalization of labor costs tends to slow the
migration, which ends when labor costs are identical at destination and
origin. Here is a systemic theory of why migrations end, but the focus is
markets, not social networks. Social science lacks a systemic theory of
migration comparable to what economists utilize. Lacking it, social science
research routinely addresses the inception of migrations, and their matu-
ration, but not their termination. Addressing the termination entails exam-
ining the political and economic constraints on immigration in the expec-
tation that, as cumulative migrations mature, the constraints on them
increase and eventually stop the migration altogether. If we find a differ-
ence between the political and the economic limit, the narrower limit
defines the boundary of the possible. That is, migrations cannot persist past
either their political or economic limit.

International Migrants’ Economic Options

Once abroad, migrants must earn livelihoods, or receive transfer pay-
ments, or both. Legal migrants entering developed countries enjoy access
to government-mandated welfare benefits, such as income support, free
education, subsidized housing and transport, and tax-supported medical
care. Illegal migrants can even claim some welfare benefits. Comparable
benefits for migrants are not present in Third World cities, nor were they
during the industrial urbanization of the nineteenth century. Transfer
payments therefore did not then support unemployed immigrants at their
destination, though they do now. Particularly in the European welfare
states—the world’s most generous—transfer payments and welfare bene-
fits remain substantial. Welfare states support unemployed immigrants
more generously than do the migrants’ countries of origin. In Third World
cities, today as in the past, immigrants must find employment to live. The
task is not so easy there either. Josef Gugler reminds us that under-
employed rural-urban migrants place substantial burdens on the infra-
structure of Third World cities. In 2005, as if to signal his agreement with
Gugler, President Robert Mugabe torched Zimbabwe’s urban shanty-
towns in an effort to force rural-urban migrants back to the countryside.35

Even in welfare states that tap economies of abundance, political con-
straints limit the extent to which international migrants can rely upon
welfare benefits and transfer payments. After all, transfer payments to
unemployed immigrants impose a burden upon host economies, diverting
resources to the subsistence of immigrants that might have gone to other
useful purposes. Although immigrants do not receive more transfer or wel-
fare benefits than their counterparts, immigrants are generally poorer.36

Therefore, as a group, immigrants receive more transfer payments and wel-
fare benefits, and are more often poor in both Europe and North America.37
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Intergroup differences are large. Immigrant families were 7.5 percent of
families in Norway in 2001, but the immigrant families obtained 66 percent
of total social assistance payments and 16 percent of unemployment pay-
ments.38 Additionally, the ratio of transfer payments to immigrants rela-
tive to nonimmigrants has steadily grown less favorable to immigrants
and more burdensome to state treasuries.39

The economic limit allowable for immigrant welfare is 100 percent of
the national domestic product, leaving nothing for any other purpose. The
political limit is the largest share of domestic product that host govern-
ments will allocate to the welfare of immigrants. Obviously, political lim-
itations on transfer and welfare payments begin well before the economic
limit is reached. In that sense, the support limit of welfare assistance must
be political, not economic. Naturally, more generous and immigrant-
friendly political parties will compete with less generous counterparts,
leading to internal political debate in reception countries about how gen-
erous to be. This debate is under way now in Europe and the United States,
and has been stiffening resistance to immigration for a generation. Setting
a specific limit on how many immigrants to support must, ultimately, be
a political decision. Welfare states run out of the will to support immi-
grants before they run out of the capacity. Boeri declares that nonmigrants
in Europe “oppose migration because they perceive it as a tax.”40 Indeed,
a political backlash against welfare benefits for immigrants has been under
way for three decades in all the developed countries,41 slashing transfer
payments and welfare benefits, and limiting immigrants’ access to both.42

Supply-driven migration into the developed welfare states therefore can-
not depend on infinitely expanding welfare state benefits to support new
immigrants. The political limit on immigration, however, has not yet been
defined in either Europe or North America.

Transfer payments aside, employment is the principal economic support
for immigrants in destination countries. Employment is also usually
instead of transfer payments and welfare benefits, but may be in addition
to them. Immigrants bring hands to work, not just mouths to feed, and they
earn their way. Seeking work, immigrants find employment in the main-
stream or the ethnic economy, the latter including the informal sector.43 The
mainstream economy offers wage and salary employment fully subject to
official regulation and enumeration. Here immigrants work as employ-
ees for wage and benefits packages comparable to what nonimmigrants
receive and within legal standards governing their occupation and
industry. Employment discrimination against immigrants is illegal in
all developed countries. European welfare states have tried to restrict
immigrant employment to this mainstream sector, constraining self-
employment and the informal economy, while guaranteeing immigrants
wage parity with nonimmigrants, and using transfer payments and
welfare benefits to support the unemployed.44 They have been partly
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successful, but immigrant self-employment has increased regardless.45

Moreover, the cost of suppression has been high unemployment among
immigrants, especially in northern Europe, where government policy
deliberately stunted ethnic economies.46 Even outside Europe, the main-
stream economy is everywhere the principal way immigrants support
themselves, far exceeding all the alternatives (welfare and transfer pay-
ments, ethnic economy) in terms of enrollment.

Expansion of Employment Buffers

Immigrants look to two other sectors for income, however. The first is the
ethnic economy, which includes both the ethnic ownership economy and
the informal sector. Ethnic ownership economies consist of business firms
owned and managed by immigrants as well as the coethnics they employ.47

Immigrants can start and operate businesses; they need not always be
employees. The firms of the ethnic ownership economy have addresses,
telephone and fax numbers, and business licenses. They pay taxes. Firms
in the ethnic ownership economy are known to governments, which sub-
ject them to regulation with appreciable if not entire success. True, this reg-
ulation is lax, but because it exists, wages and working conditions in ethnic
economies cannot lag too far behind those in the mainstream. The second
source of immigrant income outside the mainstream economy is the infor-
mal sector of the ethnic economy. In informal sectors, immigrants work for
unusually low wages in inferior working conditions. They often obtain
employment from other immigrants, who need not be coethnics. Thus con-
ceived, subway musicians are self-employed in the informal sector. Each
busker owns a firm with one employee, herself. Governments do not count
subway buskers as firms, nor do they regulate their wages or working con-
ditions. The informal sector is a genuine free market. As a result, wages and
working conditions trail those in the administered mainstream, and even
the ethnic economy. There is no economic limit on the possible deteriora-
tion of working, safety, and health conditions in politically unregulated
economic activities. In the informal sector, there is no wage too low, no job
too dangerous or too dirty, and no right to health care.

As long as the mainstream economy has an abundance of jobs to offer
immigrants, immigration enjoys smooth sailing. Foreign workers were
welcome in Europe during the 1950s and 1960s, when they helped rebuild
the war-devastated continent.48 Immigration’s stormy ride begins when the
mainstream labor market cannot employ all who seek work, but fresh
immigrants nonetheless arrive.49 At that saturation point, other and more
troublesome means of support must expand. Failing that, the immigration
simply stops. Immigrations that continue after mainstream labor markets,
or their resolute political interdiction, result in unemployed or under-
employed immigrants, increased utilization of welfare benefits and trans-
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fer payments, expanded ethnic ownership economies, and expanded infor-
mal sectors. These expansions support the surplus immigrant workers.50 Of
course, welfare states, ethnic economies, and informal sectors do not arise
abruptly as a result of and following upon the saturation of the mainstream
economy. Subsequent immigration expands them, but does not cause
them. Moreover, welfare states serve nonimmigrants as well as immi-
grants and normally nonimmigrants are more numerous than the immi-
grants. Nonimmigrants also work in informal sectors, and are usually the
largest group in them. Nonetheless, continuing immigration into labor
markets of Europe and North America required and led to the expansion
of the ethnic economy and informal sector.51 This expansion offered
migrants income above and beyond what they earned in the mainstream
economy or might obtain as transfer payments, and as an alternative to
under- or unemployment. Ethnic ownership economies and urban infor-
mal sectors expand to absorb those who cannot find employment in the
mainstream economy.52 Expanding in response to need, the informal sec-
tor and the ethnic economy buffer the interdiction of destination economies
that would arise from the unavailability of mainstream employment and
transfer payments. When immigration is protracted, the expansion of eth-
nic economies signals declining well being of immigrants.53 Thanks to
strong and generous welfare states, immigrant self-employment was ini-
tially constrained in Europe, but has increased there despite the con-
straints.54 In North America, where freer markets predominated and wel-
fare benefits were more limited, ethnic ownership economies and informal
sectors were initially stronger than in Europe, but both have continued to
expand in the last generation as well.

The ethnic ownership economy and informal sector form an employ-
ment buffer. In effect, the employment buffer (informal sectors and ethnic
ownership economies) expands the carrying capacity otherwise imposed
by mainstream employment, welfare benefits, and transfer payments.55 In
Third World countries, 40 to 90 percent of urban workers find employ-
ment in buffer sectors; an estimated half of Mexico’s workers work in the
informal sector.56 In cities of the developed world, the numbers are more
modest, rarely exceeding 20 percent.57 Nonetheless, 20 percent apprecia-
bly expands a world city’s immigrant absorption capacity over what the
mainstream alone could support. One might suppose that, though they
slightly expand the carrying capacity of destination cities, informal sec-
tors and ethnic economies cannot expand it indefinitely. After all, if high-
volume migratory influx continues, destination cities finally experience
saturation in the ethnic economy and informal sector just as they earlier
experienced it in the mainstream economy. Ultimately even the buffers
reach saturation, thus signaling the economic limit of immigration.

That plausible expectation is mistaken. In reality, ethnic economies and
informal sectors enjoy a virtually unlimited expansion capacity in response
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to the self-propagating, cumulatively caused migration of the impover-
ished.58 There really is no economic limit to the capability of First World
cities to support impoverished migration from the Third World. That is, no
matter how many migrants are dropped into world cities, and no matter
how abruptly they arrive, those cities have the economic resources to
assure the immigrants’ bare survival. To be sure, if abruptly and gener-
ously introduced, additional migrants would experience sharply declining
standards of living even in the world’s wealthiest cities. When they crowd
into already crowded cities, they reduce their average wages and housing
quality.59 Confronting unlimited new immigration, migrants’ earnings,
housing, food, and health care decline in quality and quantity as local
resources are stretched ever farther. In overcrowded labor markets, new
arrivals drive wages of earlier immigrants down, and those earning low
wages require cheap housing.60 In the extreme case, immigrants simply
cannot afford rent, and must manufacture their own housing from cast-off
building materials. In principle, the immense migrant shantytowns that
ring Lagos, Rio de Janeiro, and Mexico City could equally well be con-
structed around Paris, London, New York, and Los Angeles by migrants
from Lagos, Rio, or Mexico City, thus permitting Paris, London, New York,
and Los Angeles to support many more impoverished immigrants than
they currently do.

This denouement has not already happened in world cities because it
is politically impermissible, not economically impossible.61 Well before
impoverished migrants starve, metropolitan police intervene to demolish
their shantytowns, impound their wares, and eject them from the vicinity.62

“Inhabitants of shantytowns” step outside the law “from the moment they
acquire land and start the protracted building process.”63 World cities are
politically unwilling to tolerate the slums that surround the primate cities
of the Third World, but, except for this political intolerance, there is no eco-
nomic reason Third World slums could not arise outside London, Paris,
New York, and Los Angeles right now. Political intolerance of immigrant
poverty is expressed as political refusal to permit the degraded economic
activities that the immigrants’ survivalist lifestyle requires.64 These activi-
ties include sweatshops where low-paid work violates wages, health, and
safety regulations and slums that violate municipal housing ordinances. In
world cities, the political willingness to tolerate immigrant poverty is
weaker than the economic capacity to do so.65 In this sense, the systemic
limit to sustained, high-volume immigration of the impoverished is politi-
cal, not economic.66

Political Control of Unwanted Immigration

From the perspective of reception localities, immigrants are unwanted
when their numbers exceed the employment capacity of the mainstream
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economy, and thereby expand slums and sweatshops, both economic
buffers. Immigrants are also unwanted when their numbers add significant
costs to the local welfare bill, including prisons, education, and health.
When immigrants’ tax payments flow to the national government, but their
added costs fall to local and state governments, as happens in the United
States, the resulting “fiscal mismatch” imposes financial hardships in the
provinces that are invisible in the capital.67 The economic burden of immi-
gration on localities does not consist only of illegal immigrants, although
these are politically most vulnerable. It also includes legally authorized
but impoverished immigrants whose number imposes significant added
costs on state and local treasuries. Indeed, impoverished but legal immi-
grants are harder for states and localities to accommodate than illegal
immigrants because legal immigrants have full and unquestionable rights
to state welfare benefits. From a local perspective, the blameworthy failure
of national immigration policy does not lie solely in the national govern-
ment’s inability to exclude illegal immigration, but also in the national
immigration laws that admit more lawful immigrants than localities can
comfortably house and employ.

Only national governments have the legal authority to make immigra-
tion policy and control immigration. Quite inconveniently, national gov-
ernments cannot fulfill their responsibilities, and impacted localities can-
not take up the political slack.68 Thus, the U.S. Constitution provides no
role for states to regulate borders or legislate immigration. The result is
political deadlock: those who can will not, and those who will cannot reg-
ulate migration. In illustration, consider California’s unsuccessful suit
against the federal government in 1994. Because the federal government
had exclusive responsibility for immigration, Governor Pete Wilson
demanded that Washington compensate California for costs of imprison-
ing illegal immigrants. These costs, he claimed, California had wrongfully
been compelled to assume because the federal government failed in its con-
stitutional responsibility to exclude illegal immigrants. Federal courts
rejected California’s petition for relief, but the federal government failed
thereafter to prevent illegal immigration to California.

National governments are not entirely ineffective. National immigration
policies and border enforcement have reduced unwanted immigration
below the unregulated level—but they have not stopped it in either the
United States or in Europe. As a result, since 1970 the population of
unwanted immigrants and illegal immigrants continued to grow in all the
First World reception areas of the preceding generation.69 Between 1970
and 1998, the foreign population of sixteen European countries increased
by eight million, and their share of the European population from 3.6 per-
cent to 5.3 percent.70 In approximately the same period, the foreign-born
population of the United States increased by fifteen million, and their share
of the total United States population from 4.7 to 9.2 percent.71 Thanks in
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significant part to illegal migration—itself a response to stricter border
controls—border controls alone cannot stop cumulatively caused migra-
tion.72 For the same reason, political controls at national borders slow but
do not stop the buffer expansion that attends saturation of mainstream
labor markets and retraction of welfare state benefits, including health and
education, and of transfer payments. A nation’s impacted cities attract the
lawful migrants whom immigration law cheerfully admits as well as those
illegal migrants whom porous borders fail to exclude.

This situation will not change soon. Experts do not consider national
states capable of controlling international immigration.73 Neither, how-
ever, do they consider localities to have such power. Peterson says that
municipalities are powerless to exclude immigrants because they “can-
not issue passports or forbid outsiders from entering their territory.”74

This judgment still holds sway among immigration scholars, who regard
it as unassailable, but dissenters increasingly ask whether Peterson’s
judgment underestimates the ability of localities to manage immigra-
tion.75 As Jeannette Money76 emphasizes, the national state’s immigration
control is simply the primary control on immigration, not the sole one.
Municipalities have long assumed practical responsibility for receiving
and managing the overly numerous immigrants they receive as a
result of the partly failed immigration policy and border enforcement
of their national states. That part is well understood.77 But, contrary to
the accepted wisdom, in so doing, cities also assume a de facto role in
national immigration policy.78 They are not supposed to do so: it is sup-
posedly the job of the national state.79 They make the policy anyway.

Taking an orthodox perspective, which entirely deprives impacted cities
of political agency, economists’ remedy for failed border controls is stricter
national legislation, which in turn is intended to penalize employers of
unwanted immigrants.80 However, also taking the orthodox view, politi-
cal scientists point out that this legislation will not materialize. Impacted
municipalities cannot expect relief from national governments until they
can change a national election. That electoral success will require decades
to achieve. Meanwhile, impacted areas can do nothing. Sociologists declare
that effective national employment controls could end migration, but these
are politically impossible—so nothing can be done.81 Development econo-
mists declare long-term economic development in the sending countries
the only way to shut down the unwanted migration. This conclusion, how-
ever, also imposes a long wait upon cities.82 “There is no quick fix.”83 All
these recommendations require long-term changes before impacted cities
experience any relief from immigration. No one asks how the cities cope in
the intervening decades of waiting. After all, they must somehow cope.
While they wait, they perforce assume migration control responsibilities
that complement national migration policy. Indeed, as nation states wait
for migrations to run their natural course in the coming century, the ulti-
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mate political control over unwanted migration lies at the municipal, not
the national, level.

Municipalities assume this policymaking role willy-nilly when they
individually and independently decide how much local immigrant poverty
to tolerate. To tolerate poverty means to accept socioeconomic condi-
tions that violate subjective and legal standards of human decency.84

Municipal toleration of immigrant poverty permits cumulative migration
to continue to deteriorate economic conditions.85 That is, the immigrants
flood into expanding ethnic economies and informal sectors; as they do so,
wages and working conditions decline, poverty increases, and slums
expand. Lacking income, the immigrants cannot purchase adequate hous-
ing, so take up residence in slums, the most affordable housing. The result
is an elongated socioeconomic hierarchy in which the distance from the top
to the bottom has increased, sometimes dramatically. The elongation of this
hierarchy spells painfully increased economic and social inequality in
impacted municipalities.86 When municipalities tolerate this change, the
immigrant influx continues. When they enforce laws against slums and
sweatshops, the local influx slows.

Municipal political controls on migration take multiple forms. This con-
trol has not, however, involved the municipalities’ enforcement of federal
law at the local level.87 Sometimes municipalities actively restrict or restrain
unwanted migration, a policy that exceeds their legal authority.88 Most
commonly, and of interest here, municipalities simply enforce existing
industrial and housing regulations that were not originally intended to
restrict unwanted migration, but have that effect.89 These controls arise
from active and aggressive municipal enforcement of state and local laws
and ordinances that govern housing quality, driver’s licenses, taxi licenses,
health care, minimum wages, and employment conditions.90 Intended to
support minimal standards of human decency, these regulations establish
a statutory floor below which social and economic conditions are not law-
fully permitted to sink. Thanks to the network-driven influx of Third World
immigrants, and the consequent degradation of housing, medical care, and
employment conditions, migrants’ conditions soon fall below the mini-
mally acceptable legal and subjective standard of decency. In the world’s
advanced cities, it is illegal to earn poverty wages, to work in unsafe con-
ditions, to peddle trinkets on the street, or to live in self-built shanties;
municipal police can enforce those laws. The more generous the minimal
standards of human decency, the sooner the network-driven immigration
collides with them. Deteriorated and overcrowded immigrant housing is
illegal, not just unsightly. Similarly, wages below the legal minimum and
unsafe working conditions are not just deplorable, but illegal. In many
welfare states, but not in the United States, which tolerates medical indi-
gence, inadequate health care is illegal, not just inhumane. Once expanded
by network-driven migration, employment and housing buffers require
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systematic violation of welfare regulations and laws because they cannot
otherwise squeeze everyone into their lifeboat. Violation of housing and
industrial codes is therefore an implicit condition of the supply-driven
immigrants’ ability to work in the ethnic and informal sectors and to live in
slums, and hence a condition of their ability to stay in town. Enforcement
of sanitary, health, housing, and labor standards regulations destroys eco-
nomic buffers, effectively driving out the unwanted immigrants.91

For this reason, the aggregate of a nation’s local and regional govern-
ments and law enforcement agencies becomes the last resort arbiter of the
size of immigrant population the entire nation will accept. In so doing, local
law enforcers are compelled to choose between opposing arguments that
plumb the limit of their discretionary authority. On the one hand, local
police often feel sympathy with impoverished immigrants whose eco-
nomic circumstances compel them to labor and live under illegally and
subjectively squalid conditions. When immigrants and their citizen co-
ethnics have local political influence, as they certainly did in Los Angeles,
their political influence reinforces this message.92 Additionally, mayors, city
councilors, and police understand that shutting down the slums and sweat-
shops would strip many immigrants of their wretched livelihood and
dilapidated lodgings, leaving an unhoused, unemployed immigrant pop-
ulation in destitution instead of an inadequately housed, underemployed
one in poverty. Finally, owners of substandard factories (dubbed sweat-
shops) use political influence to neutralize enforcement of health and safety
legislation. Law enforcement threatens the sweatshop owners’ livelihood
because their businesses cannot survive if they must pay statutory mini-
mum wages and maintain minimally legal sanitary, health, and safety con-
ditions. Sweatshops exist because they evade these legal minima. Sweat-
shop employers supplement political influence, where essential, with
bribery of law enforcement. For all these reasons, local police are reluctant
to enforce housing and working standards and conditions.93 Political toler-
ation permits the informal sector to exist and even to grow in impacted
municipalities.

On the other hand, as local economic and housing conditions deterio-
rate, thanks to the unrelenting influx of supply-driven migrants, migrant
poverty worsens. Shameful and degrading social conditions arise, bringing
with them the political pressure to enforce wage, sanitary, housing, and
safety laws more effectively. This political pressure may emanate from
frankly anti-immigrant political movements, but it need not. Immigrant
protection movements also decrease immigration to a locality. In the name
of fairness, social solidarity, and human decency, immigrant protection
movements object to low-wage exploitation of immigrant workers and to
the redolent slums they inhabit, and demand instead enforcement of exist-
ing working, health, sanitary, and housing standards.94 At some point, this
countervailing political pressure, which comes from the left as well as from
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the right, compels reluctant mayors and police chiefs to strengthen enforce-
ment of housing, occupational, and industrial legislation. Enforcement ren-
ders a world city less hospitable to additional migration. Because, thanks
to the augmented enforcement, there are fewer slums or sweatshops or,
at least, no more can be created, there are fewer jobs and less housing for
new, low-wage immigrants. The least successful local migrants depart for
more hospitable municipalities elsewhere. Fewer replacements arrive,
and local immigrants’ housing, employment, and health conditions actu-
ally improve—without reducing the flow of impoverished immigration
into the destination country. Municipalities improve the life circumstances
of their resident immigrants by deflecting the rest, and it is in their long-run
self-interest to do so.

The Case of Amsterdam

The best evidence in the existing archive derives from an international
study of the garment manufacturing industry in seven cities that Jan Rath
and colleagues undertook.95 This study coordinated research on the gar-
ment industry in Paris, London, the West Midlands, Amsterdam, New
York, Miami, and Los Angeles. In each of these metropolitan areas, immi-
grant entrepreneurs controlled the garment manufacturing industry96 in
which immigrant workers, many or most of them illegal, provided the
labor supply. The survival of the garment industry depended everywhere
on evading the laws regulating hours of labor, wages, sanitary conditions,
industrial homework, taxation, health care, and social contributions. In
each of these cities, garment factory owners neither paid employees for
all the hours they worked, nor maintained legally required sanitary
and safety conditions in their plants. The immigrant entrepreneurs also
imposed illegal homework, evaded income taxation, and did not make
legally mandated social security contributions.97 Although frequently sub-
ject to journalistic exposés, garment sweatshops rarely attracted regulation
by authorities, who tolerated industrial lawlessness. Bribery was some-
times involved, but a policy of implicit toleration was more important. To
keep the immigrants’ jobs in town, police and politicians tolerated the gar-
ment manufacturers’ ubiquitous violations of industrial regulations. The
police and the politicians considered toleration of immigrant poverty a
humane, liberal, and pro-immigrant policy, as indeed it was.

Amsterdam provides the decisive case.98 Probably because the Nether-
lands is among the most corporatist of Europe’s corporatist economies,
but also because a powerful anti-immigrant political backlash was under
way there, Amsterdam authorities finally enforced the industrial code.99

Amsterdam’s police raided immigrant-owned garment factories and
seized their books. Courts fined and shut down immigrant entrepreneurs
who were out of compliance with wages, health and safety, or sanitary
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regulations. As a result, Amsterdam’s scofflaw sweatshops simply closed
down. Within three years, strict law enforcement had closed 90 percent of
Amsterdam’s garment factories.100 (Many immigrant-owned garment
firms relocated to Poland, where cheaper labor and lower labor standards
provided a haven.) Successful law enforcement left Amsterdam with addi-
tional unemployed immigrants, leaving open the possibility that strict
enforcement of industrial regulations had not been in the city’s economic
interest much less in that of its immigrants. Of the six large cities that Rath
and his colleagues studied, Amsterdam was the only one in which police
enforced existing industrial laws. Nonetheless, the others had the option
too, and Amsterdam’s experience displays the policymaking choice that
inescapably resides with municipal authorities.

If every municipality in the Netherlands had, in tandem with Amster-
dam, simultaneously enforced identical housing and work standards
legislation, the instant result would have been uniform national curtail-
ment of local informal and ethnic economies that buffered network-driven
immigration. In effect, the national immigration policy, enforced at the
national border, would be reinforced locally by independent poverty-
intolerant urban regimes. This is a purely hypothetical illustration. Noth-
ing of the sort happened. Imagining simultaneous enforcement simply
highlights the role that urban regimes have in determining national
immigration control. By enforcing existing welfare legislation, poverty-
intolerant municipalities deflect immigrants into municipalities that do not
enforce them.101 In those, the process of labor market saturation and buffer
expansion repeats until at last there, too, municipal authorities intervene
to enforce existing wage, sanitary, safety, health, and housing laws. In this
way, intolerant municipalities gradually nationalize immigration that had
been local as they reduce the local scale of immigrant poverty.102

Conversely, when the national state declares a restrictive immigration
policy at the border, but municipalities tolerate illegal housing, health, and
employment conditions among illegal immigrants, the political system
sends a mixed signal to potential immigrants, not a negative one. Having
passed the border, an immigrant is ensured economic toleration some-
where within the reception state. Local tolerance of unlimited immigrant
poverty invites illegal immigration, and contradicts the national state’s
closed border policy.103 Poverty-tolerant municipalities attract immigrants
whose deteriorating economic condition eventually makes those munici-
palities intolerant. In turn, intolerance of poverty nationalizes immigration
awareness until national and municipal intolerance coincide. At that point,
a systemic response against unwanted immigration is finally in place. To
illegal immigrants, the national state’s border policy says, “no illegal immi-
gration,” and the nation’s cities all say, “no sweatshops or slums permitted
here.” True, to legal but impoverished immigrants, the national state’s bor-
der policy still says “welcome.” At the same time, however, all the munic-
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ipalities now say, “no sweatshops or slums,” which means, “you cannot
earn a living or find an affordable residence anywhere in this country even
if you gain lawful access.” This massive and universal negative by munic-
ipalities trumps the national state’s generous immigration policy, ending
the unwanted migration even without a change in national legislation. The
process is driven to this by the self-interest of municipalities, including their
humane interest in decent living conditions among their immigrants.

The Cycle: From Demand- to 
Supply-Driven Migration

Because networks channel low-wage immigration, impoverished immi-
grants initially cluster in a few, poverty-tolerant municipalities. The clus-
tering focuses and intensifies their local impact. Regional and metropolitan
clustering intensifies the pressure on labor and housing markets, driving
wages down and rents up. Ultimately, when civil society’s minimal stan-
dard of human decency is breached, the immigrants’ deplorably substan-
dard housing and employment conditions encourage enhanced municipal
enforcement of health, housing, and working standards. Law enforcement
restricts the employment and housing buffers that permit the unwanted
migration to continue. Municipal code enforcement is objectively anti-
immigrant even should it proceed in the name of fairness and humane
treatment of immigrants.

Second, and rather paradoxically, when municipalities enforce hous-
ing and labor codes, they indirectly benefit the immigrants they strip of
housing and jobs. After all, when declining local economic conditions and
police intolerance coincide, a city’s immigrants experience incentives to
identify new localities where wages are higher, housing is cheaper and less
overcrowded, and police are still tolerant of poverty. In effect, the con-
verging structural pressures, both economic and political, communicate to
impoverished immigrants an incentive to divert the network-driven influx
to greener pastures elsewhere, if any remain. This powerful convergence
deflects a migration network from saturated and newly intolerant munic-
ipalities to others, still unsaturated and still tolerant of poverty. Hence,
individual municipal closures cannot terminate the network-driven
migration into their country, but can deflect the migration to other munic-
ipalities.104 In new settlement cities, mainstream employment and housing
opportunities are still available.105 In them, the buffers can still expand to
accommodate new migration. Suppose immigrants to a world city like Los
Angeles have reached the limit of political toleration. The alternatives are
either to discontinue the migration altogether or to colonize new localities
in the United States. Once these new settlements are fully colonized, the
continuing migration repeats the process, which consists of network
restructuring, mainstream saturation, buffer expansion, buffer saturation,
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poverty intolerance, and deflection. The migration process thus breaks out
of its initial encapsulation in the biggest cities and expands across the
entire territory of the destination country.106

If so, the relationship of globalization and migration is appreciably more
complex than existing theory acknowledges. Even if we agree that migra-
tions begin in the income distribution of great cities, as globalization theo-
rists proclaim, the migrations need not end there. The network-driven
migration initially heads toward the biggest cities in the destination coun-
try because, thanks to their advanced economies, these cities offer the most
attractive employment options. However, as the network-driven immigra-
tion saturates the initial demand for immigrant labor in the initial destina-
tions, the housing and employment buffers expand. Expanded informal
and ethnic economies provide employment buffers; expanded slums pro-
vide the housing buffers. Expansion of the buffers signals the transition
from a demand-driven to a supply-driven migration. Ultimately, as time
passes, working and housing conditions decline in the buffers, after which
local political toleration of immigrant poverty also declines. These struc-
tural changes confer incentives for the migration network to identify and
colonize new localities in the destination country. As these are located,
newly colonized areas undergo—in sequence—influx, saturation of the
mainstream, buffer expansion, buffer saturation, political intolerance, and
deflection. The speed of this process, like the rate of influx, depends heav-
ily upon urban regimes, which decide how much flouting of economic and
housing laws and regulation they will tolerate. Municipal intolerance of
illegal economic conditions sets the political limit on economic saturation,
and occasions the dispersal of immigrants into new destinations within the
reception country, a process well under way now in the United States.107

Why Investigate Los Angeles?

The devolution of migration policy and management to municipalities
refocuses research attention onto municipalities and away from national
states.108 To address this need, the balance of this book addresses the city
and county of Los Angeles and southern California, its encompassing
region. One minor reason is Los Angeles’s much vaunted status as “the par-
adigmatic case of the post-Fordist metropolis.”109 However, its main advan-
tage to those interested in forecasting the post-Fordist future is its massive
overall and massive immigrant populations. The second largest city in the
United States, and the nation’s largest reception center for international
migration, Los Angeles is not a representative or average American city
(figure 1.2). Rather, it is a representative world city with an immense immi-
grant population born of three decades of continuous and heavy influx.
Cities of this sort occupy a special place in the world cities literature, which
celebrates the case for demand-driven immigration to them. Hence, the
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supply-driven immigration to Los Angeles is of special theoretical rele-
vance to that world cities literature.

The value of a case study of Los Angeles is also enhanced when juxta-
posed to a demographic literature that cannot look inside the cities whose
population changes it tracks. First stimulated by the research of William
Frey, a now substantial demographic literature addresses the dispersion
of immigrants within the United States from traditional settlement desti-
nations to new ones.110 This internal relocation of population began in the
1980s and gained momentum in the 1990s. This demographic research
alerted social science to events of substantive and theoretical moment.
But demography cannot open metropolitan areas to examine their inter-
nal social, political, and economic dynamics. Such is the task of this non-
demographic book. It argues that network-driven immigrant influx
generates intra-metropolitan dynamics, which actually caused the geo-
graphical dispersion of immigrants that demographers observed but
could not explain. To make that case, it is essential to access the internal
dynamics by means, at least initially, of a case study. In this respect, thanks
to its location in California, a traditional settlement state, Los Angeles
offers as good a site as any, and better than most.

Finally, the experience of Los Angeles offers an opportunity to evaluate
the theoretical expectation just sketched. Network-driven migrations
should generate consequences. Hence, if in response to network-driven
immigration from Mexico and Central America, buffers did not expand in
Los Angeles between 1970 and 2000, then buffers probably do not expand
elsewhere either. If the immigration-driven expansion of buffer economies
in Los Angeles did not pose increasingly thorny legal and political issues
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there, then they probably do not pose them elsewhere either. Finally, if
emerging legal and political issues did not decrease tolerance for immi-
grant poverty in Los Angeles, then they probably do not have this effect
elsewhere either. In this sense, a case study design subjects new theoretical
ideas to the possibility of falsification right then and there.

Conversely, if these ideas successfully illuminate Los Angeles, then
additional warrant exists for additional research in other places and using
other methods is merited. The logic of testing is not the logic of discovery,
but social science needs both. Moreover, especially in social science, where
problems are vast and resources scanty, the research community has to
eschew the old-fashioned idea that null hypotheses are rejected once and
for all on the strength of a single result. Rather, they are accepted on the
strength of the total literature. For individual research projects, espe-
cially those that introduce rather than test ideas, an interstitial category
serves very well: the plausible. Plausibility exists when a community of
researchers finds ideas likely but proof still falls short of definitive. The
plausible defines the area in which research makes most sense. If a project
is not plausible, we should not bother; if it has been proved, we need not
bother. Social research enters the realm of the plausible when theoretical
ideas make sense in the light of existing research literature and when
authors introduce additional and focused evidence in support. Although
plausibility does not constitute proof, it does legitimate additional research,
which may lead to proof. Plausibility is what this book claims for its
results, but that is a lot.

A Brief Road Map

Each chapter advances the argument in a different way, and together the
ten make the full case. Chapter 2 compares the residential settlements of
immigrants from Mexico and from India between 1980 and 2000. Using a
data set comparing metropolitan areas, chapter 2 shows that immigrant
influx in the 1980s increased the rent-to-wage ratio of both groups by 1990,
but that this increase was dramatic for low-wage Mexicans and modest for
Asian Indians, a much more affluent group. During the 1990s, metropoli-
tan regions with high rent-to-wage ratios became less attractive to Mexican
settlement than they had been in the 1980s. This evidence suggests that
migration networks initially undermine the economic conditions of immi-
grants in high-volume destinations, thus tending later to redirect the
migrant networks toward initially lower-volume destinations that are
still unsaturated. This is the main evidence presented that directly sup-
ports the presumptive generalizability of the Los Angeles results to other
metropolitan areas in the United States.

Chapters 3 and 4 form a conceptual unit. Chapter 3 spells out the theo-
retical implication of demand-driven migration theory. In essence, demand-
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driven migrations can continue forever without depreciating migrants’
economic conditions in impacted destinations. Conversely, when migra-
tions have become supply-driven, immigrant economic welfare in destina-
tions declines as the migration continues. Chapter 4 then shows empirically
that thirty years of migration from Mexico and Central America to Los
Angeles resulted in ever-declining economic welfare among the newer
migrants. This result is not what one would expect from demand-driven
migration, but it is exactly what a supply-driven migration should deliver.

Chapters 5 and 6 also form a conceptual unit. Both deal with the gar-
ment industry of Los Angeles, the city’s largest immigrant industry, and
a large industry by any standard. Chapter 5 asks how and how much
the garment industry expanded between 1970 and 1996. Because it was
mostly informal, its growth represented the kind of buffer expansion
that accompanies supply-driven immigrations. There was, however, a tech-
nical issue in the expansion because, as the chapter shows, the buffer expan-
sion was beyond the capability of the ethnic economies to accomplish by
themselves. The chapter introduces a new conceptual tool, the immigrant
economy, that is essential to explain how buffer expansion actually worked.

In chapter 6, the theme is the contraction of the Los Angeles garment
industry by one-third between 1996 and 2000. Although this change owed
much to NAFTA and to Chinese competition, the chapter shows that
increased industrial law enforcement played a part as well. Increasingly
subject to police surveillance, sweatshops closed and their immigrant
employees lost their jobs. Losing their jobs, some left Los Angeles. This
result strengthens the claim that buffer expansion generates poverty intol-
erance that then deflects immigration to other destinations.

Chapters 7 and 8 address the residential integration of immigrant Lati-
nos and Asians. Chapter 7, again introducing the Asian comparison case,
offers a foil for the Latino case, which chapter 8 introduces. Thanks to the
entrepreneurship of coethnic property developers and real estate agents,
immigrant Koreans and Chinese enjoyed simple, prompt, and uncontested
access to desirable and appropriate housing. They had all the excellent
housing they needed. The chapter shows that Asian immigrant entrepre-
neurs joined Los Angeles growth machine in the late twentieth century.

In contrast, as chapter 8 shows, immigrant Mexicans had to struggle
against regulatory barriers that raised the price of housing in suburban
cities beyond what these working-class people could afford. Mexican
immigration required relaxation of suburban housing codes, but the oppo-
site materialized in the Los Angeles region. Enforcement of suburban hous-
ing codes limited Mexican access to affordable housing in the metropolitan
region and thus accelerated their deflection from the region.

Chapter 9 defensively addresses the possibility that racism and ethno-
centrism, not poverty intolerance, deflected Mexicans from Los Angeles.
Citing evidence that contradicts this possibility, the chapter strengthens the
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inference that it was growing poverty intolerance that actually deflected
Mexicans away from Los Angeles. The chapter does not claim, much less
prove, that racism did not exist in Los Angeles, but only that it does not
explain why Latinos went to new settlement states where racism was worse
or, at least, just as bad.

Last, chapter 10 makes the dramatic claim that sequential absorption
and deflection really amount to America’s unstated and tacit immigrant
policy. It then sketches the consequences of this policy. The basic four-step
sequence—absorption, saturation, intolerance, deflection—pushes poor
migrants around the nation’s cities, subjecting them to sequential invasions
of their civil rights en route. Police harassment is a routine and regular part
of deflection, which is the nation’s de facto immigrant policy. Harassment
is not a mistake. On the positive side, a policy of absorption and deflection
gradually opens all of a nation’s cities to immigration, equalizing the bur-
den of immigrant absorption on the regions, and even opening new eco-
nomic opportunities to immigrants as old ones are saturated.
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